
Photo Credits and Notes

1. Name: Photo by Mwanzi Johns featuring Georgia Findlay Nicole Moller Crystal Casera
Mackenzie Kelly
Photographer/Graphic Designer: Mwanzi Johns
People in Photo: Georgia Findlay, Crystal Casera, Mackenzie Kelly, Nicole Moller
Alternative Description: Subjects in photo from left to right: a large black and white
photo of Georgia Findlay from the chest up, looking toward the camera with her left
eyebrow raised; a small colour photo of Crystal Casera smiling mischeviously at the
camera in a blue dress; a large Oscar statuette in the centre of the image behind Crystal
and Mackenzie; a small colour photo of Mackenzie Kelly smiling mischeviously at the
camera in a green dress; a large black and white photo of Nicole Moller from the chest
up, looking toward the camera with her left eyebrow raised. The background is burgundy
and there are stage lights shining down from the top of the image, illuminating the
subjects in the foreground.

2. Name: Photo by Mwanzi Johns featuring Georgia Findlay Nicole Moller
Photographer: Mwanzi Johns
People in Photo: Georgia Findlay, Nicole Moller
Alternative Description: A colour photo depicting two actors in an apartment
rehearsing for Joan & Olivia: A Hollywood Ghost Story. Subjects in photo from left to
right: Georgia Findlay from the waist up in a bluish green dress, facing away from her
scene partner and holding a script; Nicole Moller from the waist up wearing a burgundy
tank top and a gold necklace, in mid-speech towards Georgia Findlay.

3. Name: Photo by Mwanzi Johns featuring Crystal Casera Nicole Moller Mackenzie Kelly
Photographer: Mwanzi Johns
People in Photo: Crystal Casera, Nicole Moller, Mackenzie Kelly
Alternative Description: A colour photo depicting three actors on a large patio with
green foliage in the background rehearsing for Joan & Olivia: A Hollywood Ghost Story.
Subjects in photo from left to right: Crystal Casera from the ankles up wearing glasses, a
white graphic t-shirt and a long black dress with a flower pattern, and facing Mackenzie
Kelly; Nicole Moller’s full body in the image’s background wearing white shoes, blue
jeans, a yellow patterned blouse and an unbuttoned white dress shirt, holding a script
and looking at Mackenzie Kelly; Mackenzie Kelly, from the knees up wearing sunglasses
on her head and a black dress with white polka dots, holding an oscar, looking at the
floor and appearing to dance.


